
Erasmus+ in an internship at Oulun normaalikoulu teaching 2A. 

 

Sanni: 

During the internship, I taught environmental studies where I included Agenda 2030-

goals in lessons. We used different kinds of waste materials such as paper rolls and 

empty milk cartons to create an elf village. The goal of making houses for elves was 

to ponder which elements make a safe living and sustainable communities. We also 

discussed the factors that can affect living and safety. By building this village we 

included arts in designing houses and building and handcrafts as students were 

building houses. The goal was to make a small model from an idea of safe and 

sustainable living. This project was also a part of EWWR. We also practiced recycling 

with students and thought about how everyone can reduce the amount of waste. 

Agenda 2030 was also a part of studying when students made their own break activity-

videos. By doing and filming those videos students observed the meaning of health 

and own choices as part of it. Our class was also in contact with other Erasmus+ -

schools near Christmas. Near Christmas, we took our class also to university where 

they gave Christmas cards to strangers. The main goal was to share Christmas spirit 

and notice how it feels to share and give away to someone else. 

 

Sanna: 

During the internship, I taught Finnish and handicrafts where I also included Agenda 

2030 -goals in lessons. During Finnish lessons we read a poem where famous Finnish 

character Uppo-Nalle from children’s literature told us about littering and 

environmental protection. Pupils’ mission was to write  a sequel to the poem about 

one chosen waste material. The waste material pupil got was decided by drawing lots 

- waste materials were in plastic bag from which every pupil picked the one she/he 

first captured. Pupils wrote a poem about their own material and described it: about 

it’s looks or it’s features or how to recycle it. When the poems were ready, pupils read 

them aloud and we filmed it and made it into a movie. During the handicrafts lessons 

we participated the elf village project by doing the elves from ecological materials. We 

also made snowflakes, stars and Christmas ornaments from waste materials 

(aluminium moulds, empty tealight candles and paper rolls). The main goal of all these 

lessons was to support sustainable development and notice the importance of 



recycling and get some real life examples about it.                                 

           

    Poem about waste materials   Each pupils’ poem was filmed 

          

    We made a movie of all videos            The elves from ecological material 

 

 

 



 

   Christmas ornaments and stars made from waste material 

 

                  

Trip to university   Recycled elves houses 



            

                          Part of a village for elves 


